To: RDA Steering Committee

From: Judith A. Kuhagen, Secretary, RSC

Subject: Create RDA 2.17.14, Note on Identifier for the Manifestation

The text below reflects the decisions made by the Joint Steering Committee during its November 2015 meeting and via email after the meeting.
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2.15.1.4 Recording Identifiers for Manifestations

[no changes to two existing paragraphs and example boxes; new 3rd paragraph added as below]

Make a note giving details relating to identifiers for the manifestation (see 2.17.14), if considered important for identification or access.
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2.17.14 Note on Identifier for the Manifestation

2.17.14.1 Scope

A note on identifier for the manifestation is a note providing information on identifiers for the manifestation not recorded as part of the identifier for the manifestation element.

2.17.14.2 Sources of Information

Take information for notes on identifiers for the manifestation from any source.

2.17.14.3 Details Relating to Identifiers for the Manifestation

Make notes on details relating to identifiers for the manifestation not recorded as part of the identifier for the manifestation element (see 2.15.1.4), if considered important for identification or access.

EXAMPLE

Each sheet has a different ISBN

ISSN verified on ISSN portal, viewed May 21, 2014
Publisher’s number and ISMN from label on back cover

ISBN for set is incorrect in volume 1; volume 2 contains the correct ISBN
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Glossary:

**note on identifier for the manifestation**  A note providing information on identifiers for the manifestation not recorded as part of the identifier for the manifestation element.